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A: If you don't mind changing the name of the page to Product
Code For Tiger Woods PGA Tour 12 The Mastersrar43 74,
then use split to split up the file: sub split_to_url_and_ext($$) {
my (%args) = @_; my $ref = shift; my $name = $ref->{Name};
my $url = $ref->{URL}; my $ext = $ref->{Ext}; my
$prod_code = $url; my ($prod_codename, $prod_version); my
$prod_type = ""; $prod_code =~ s/(\r| )/g; $prod_code =~
s/\s+//g; $prod_code =~ s/^\s+//g; $prod_code =~ s/\s+$//g;
$prod_code =~ s/\r? \s*//g; my $ref = $ref->{Name}; $ref =~
s/[^a-zA-Z0-9_]/_/g; $prod_codename = $ref; my $parts = $1;
my $code; my $version; my $pkg; if ($parts =~ /([^\r ]+)\(([^\r
]+)\)$/) { ($code, $version, $pkg) = ($1, $2, $3); } else { $code
= $prod_code; $version = $1; $pkg = ''; } $version =~ s/\.//;
$code =~ s/^.*version(\s+).*/$version/; f678ea9f9e
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